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author, publishers and readers” and as “an inclusive label . . . covering everything from 
classical detective stories to  high-paced  techno-thrillers to psychological suspense fic-
tion” (27).

#e second section’s focus on regional writing builds upon the work of the $rst sec-
tion. Since issues of gender, class, and race feature prominently in the essays in the second 
half, a reader might $nd it helpful to consider the $nal chapters in pairs. For instance, Jon-
athan Smolin’s “Arab Crime Fiction” examines the complications of creating crime $ction 
in a region with a colonial legacy of corrupt police practices; colonialism’s lingering e%ects 
are also explored in “#e Crime Fiction of  Sub-Saharan Africa” by Désiré Nyela (trans-
lated from the French by Alistair Rolls). Nyela argues that crime $ction written by Africans 
about Africa functions as social critique across national boundaries with the intent not only 
to provide escape but also to manifest change (178). #e $nal essays in the collection turn 
to Europe, interrogating not only the global North as the center of crime $ction produc-
tion and consumption but also perceptions of migration and migrants. While some familiar 
authors and works are reviewed, there are surprises in store, such as Guldall and King’s dis-
cussion of a 1996  Russian-language novel by Andrey Kurkov that explores corruption in the 
recently independent Ukraine (201–02) and Glen S. Close and Elena Losada Soler’s look at 
the role of literacy and prosperity in establishing crime $ction as a genre of cultural change 
in Spain, Portugal, and Latin America.

!e Cambridge Companion to World Crime Fiction is an ambitious e%ort on the part of 
the contributors. #ey argue that crime $ction is not some marker of literary colonialism, 
of the global North dominated by the Anglosphere imposing its will on other cultures and 
languages. #e essays in this collection make an excellent case that crime $ction is indeed a 
world e%ort and a world product, one that derives its strength and staying power through a 
transformation of tropes to create transnational experiences. By posing questions that they 
admit require further exploration and o%ering readers paths to explore through lists of fur-
ther readings, the editors and authors have cra+ed a solid foundation for world crime $ction 
studies scholars going forward.

—Anissa M. Graham
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m  Desirée Prideaux. Sleuthing Miss Marple: Gender, Genre, and Agency in Agatha Chris-
tie’s Crime Fiction. Liverpool UP, 2022. £95. 221 pp. 

Desirée Prideaux’s Sleuthing Miss Marple is a phenomenally rich and original addition 
to Agatha Christie studies. Written in a stylistic homage to the detective novel, the mono-
graph examines the character of Jane Marple across nine chapters bookended by an intro-
duction and conclusion. Each chapter explores a di%erent aspect of Christie’s development 
of Miss Marple and her place in the mystery genre.

#e introduction presents useful background on Christie’s writing career and Miss 


